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10 The Make-or-Break Trick: Stand for Measurement
There’s one thing absolutely every agility dog needs to accomplish
in AKC agility: the stand for measurement. This is especially important if your dog is on the borderline of a measurement cutoff.
By Lisa Lanser Rose
21 How to Customize Big Courses to Fit into Small Spaces
Learn how to select and tailor sequences from full-length courses to fit
in a smaller training area while still keeping the challenge level intact.
By Marquand Cheek
41 The Three Hats of Agility, Part 1
This sport is complicated. Learn how and why you and other teams are
successful by looking at the three hats each agility enthusiast wears:
trainer, handler, competitor. By Sandy Rogers
47 Power Paws Skills: 25 Fundamental Skills to Work on Before
You Start Real Agility
These 25 fundamental skills are intended to be taught to any new
dog, of any age, that you are going to start training in agility or any
dog sport for that matter. By Nancy Gyes
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Tip of the Month – Here’s a quick and easy way to make contact
training hoops. By Marcy Rauch
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Editorializing: December 2019 – A look at our agility-lives past and
present, and some thoughts on the last printed issue of the magazine.
By Brenna Fender
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Courses for a Small World – Enjoy trying out these nested competition courses that were designed to fit in a narrow working space.
By Judy Reilly

Cover Dog
Zephyr Kiwi Girl Trynn, ADCH Bronze, MX, AXJ, XF, a.k.a. Trynn, an 8-yearold Australian Working Kelpie owned by Julie Stokes of Utah. Photo by
Gloria Anderson/GoDoPhoto.com.

15 The Construction Zone: Practice Measuring Wicket – A PVC
practice measuring wicket is simple to build and allows handlers to
teach their dogs to be comfortable getting measured before entering
their first trial. By Carol Mount
17 Team Small Dog Agility Humility: Gift from Friends – This month’s
article reflects on the friendships made over years of agility, with a
somewhat melancholy look at what we gain, and lose, over time.
By Laura Hartwick
20 The Mean Girl Might be You – The harshest critic of our agility
performances lives in our minds. We say things to ourselves about ourselves that we would never utter aloud, much less say to a dear friend.
By Julie Bacon
27 Backyard Mastery: Changing Sides & Cutting Corners – Here
are two easy ways to challenge your handling on any numbered
sequence to increase the difficulty of the sequence, require you to
put together handling moves, and test your course memorization
skills. By Steve Schwarz
29 Beginning Sequencing with Tunnel/A-frame Discriminations –
Once your training on individual obstacles is done, it’s time to start
sequencing! Here we’ll discuss introducing tunnel/A-frame discriminations into sequences as well as provide many sequences to try on your
own. By Jo Sermon
35 Snooker for the Absolute Beginner: A Tutorial for the SnookerChallenged Newbie, Part 2 – These tips and strategies will help you
make the most of your dog’s skills and talents on the Snooker course.
You’ll understand the ins and outs of the game better so you can be
successful instead of frustrated. By Claire Duder DVM
43 Let’s Talk About… Monday Morning Quarterbacking in Agility
By Ann Croft
45 Backyard Dogs – In these exercises, every path between obstacles
is some sort of “shape” on the ground. Knowing how these shapes
should be executed, either in extension or collection, makes for the
fastest time. By Dudley Shumate
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